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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation was conducted in order to de-
termine some of the effects of injection of a secondary stream of gas
into a supersonic primary air stream. The flow fields behind an ori-
fice producing essential two-dimensional flow and behind that pro-
ducing full three-dimensional flow were studied. The resulting
shock patterns, wall static pressure profiles, and flow field charac-
teristics are described,and use is made of a theoretical injectant
penetration height to non-dimensionalize the results as much as pos-
sible. It has been possible to draw some conclusions concerning the
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d injector orifice width or diameter
g acceleration of gravity, gravitational constant
h theoretical penetration height




y lateral, or cross-stream, distance
z vertical distance, from injector plate
C specific heat at constant pressure
P
^
C specific heat at constant volume
K injectant concentration
M Mach number
R universal gas constant, for determination of sonic velocity
R radial distance, for shock shapes
T temperature
6 boundary layer depth
y ratio of specific heats
8 angular measure
Subscripts
co undisturbed upstream condition
total, or stagnation, condition
1 upstream of normal shock








For a number of years, there has been a growing engineering
interest in the effects of injecting a fluid into a supersonic stream.
For many applications, the injectant fluid is also a gas which is dif-
ferent from the main flow. Practical applications of this procedure
include thrust vector control of a rocket motor, attitude control of
supersonic or hypersonic aircraft or of re-entry vehicles within the
atmosphere, and fuel injection in a supersonic burner.
Numerous investigators have studied wall pressure patterns
and shock profiles with a view to obtaining scaling laws for the ratio
(1-3)
of resultant side force to primary axial thrust . In contrast with
this macroscopic approach, Zukoski and Spaid, Broadwell, and oth-
ers have obtained scale parameters which enable them to reduce or
non-dimensionalize wall pressure patterns which result from various
combinations of free-stream Mach number, injection pressure ratio,
and injectant molecular weight " . Zukoski and Spaid measured
concentration profiles rather extensively and gained some insight in-
to the mixing of the injectant with the free stream*1 . Other than
these concentration measurements and some very crude total-pres-
(7)
sure measurements by Charwat , no real attempt appears to have
been made to study the flow field downstream of the injection port.
Such an investigation could indicate quantitatively the extent and
rapidity of mixing and the effects of injection upon the primary
stream.
If a stream of fluid, gaseous or liquid, be injected into a
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supersonic gas stream Jn a direction generally normal to the main
flow, a shock wave system is produced. Attendant to this shock
system is an interesting and useful structure of boundary-layer sep-
aration and reattachment, wall pressure patterns, velocity, total
pressure, and Mach number variations, and mixing of the injectant
stream with the main stream. In general, the injectant acts as a
blunt body protruding into the supersonic flow; however, it has been
shown that injecting a fluid is more effective and feasible than
using a solid object which is of the same general shape as the injec-
tant plume's forward surface.
In this investigation, both the two-dimensional and the three-
dimensional pictures are considered. The two-dimensional effects
are accomplished with a slit injector across the wind-tunnel wall,
while the three-dimensional effects are obtained by means of a cir-
cular orifice on the centerline of one wail. The two-dimensional
system has possible application to fuel injection in a supersonic
burner and attitude control devices for supersonic /hypersonic air-
craft or re-entry vehicles. The three-dimensional system also has
application to attitude control and, more important currently, to
thrust vector control of rocket motors, either liquid or solid.
It is the purpose of the present study to provide as detailed a
picture as possible of the flow field in and around the injectant plume
and further downstream. In the course of this work, use was made
of the concentration measurements reported by Zukoski and Spaid.
Pitot total pressures were measured within the flow field and, from
these, velocity and total-pressure profiles were obtained. These
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then were compared with concentration profiles and other measured
features of the flow.
In addition, various flow visualization techniques were used
to observe the flow pattern on the wall during injection. In this way,
the direction of flow and re-attachment of the separated boundary
layer could be observed.
This report is divided into two main sections. The first de-
scribes the two-dimensional effects of injection and the experiment
conducted to determine them. The second is composed of the same
type of material pertaining to the three-dimensional effects. A sum-
mary of pertinent features is given at the end of each section, and a
general flow-field description and summary is at the conclusion of
the main body of text. The various sketches, photographs, and
plots, and an appendix containing the general computational devices
are included after the text.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
For this investigation, use was made of the 2" X Z\ u super-
sonic wind tunnel at the California Institute of Technology. Both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional effects were obtained during in-
jection of gaseous argon and helium through suitable orifices in the
tunnel wall. Tunnel free-stream total pressures of one-half and one
atmosphere were used at a Mach number of 2. 60 + . 02 . At one at-
mosphere, the Reynolds number per inch was 2. 4 X 10 and the
boundary layer in the test section was turbulent. At one-half atmos-
phere, the Reynolds number per inch was 1. 2 x 10 and a laminar
boundary layer was observed.
Experimental data consisted of test section conditions,
Schlieren photographs, three-dimensional shock shapes during injec-
tion, secondary flow patterns in the boundary layer, wall static-
pressure measurements, pitot total pressures in and near the injec-
tant plume, and injectant total pressure.
Wall static pressures and pitot total pressures were meas-
ured with a mercury manometer bank. The injectant total pressure
was measured either with a mercury manometer (low pressures) or
a 1/4 percent accuracy Bourdon-Helix pressure gauge (high pres-
sures). Secondary flow patterns in the boundary layer were obtained
by spreading a mixture of instrument grease, cutting oil, and flake
graphite on the tunnel wall. After a period of injection, the wall
section was removed, and the flow pattern investigated.
In the three-dimensional configuration, shock shapes were
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obtained from Schlieren photographs. Off-centerline shock profiles
were found by positioning the total pressure probe in the shock itself.
The shock position was determined by noting the dip in pitot total-
pressure reading as the probe crossed the shock. The probe was
then photographed and measurements taken.from the pictures.
For the two-dimensional work, either gaseous argon or gase-
ous helium was injected through a slit orifice. This slit spanned the
tunnel wall and was cut normal to the direction of flow. It was 0. 006
inches wide (0. 015 cm) and extended to within 1/4 inch of each wall.
In Figure 1, some of the details of construction are shown. The in-
jectant gas was fed into the plenum by two 1/4—inch tubes which, in
turn, were joined by a "Y" connection to the 1/4-inch supply line.
A third 1/4-inch tube was used as a pressure tap in order to record
the total pressure in the plenum. A perforated baffle was added in
order to disperse any directed motion of the gas as it issued from
the two supply tubes, so that a uniform flow could be achieved all
along the slit. A typical wall static-pressure tap is also shown;
there were a number of these along the centerline of the plate. In
addition, there were several taps on off- centerline planes to check
the two-dimensionality of the flow. The plate proper was of brass,
and the 1/4-inch tubes were constructed of copper; the static pres-
sure taps were stainless steel tubes of 0. 013-inch (0. 033 cm) inside
diameter.
Three-dimensional effects were obtained by injecting gaseous
argon through a 0. 047-inch (0. 119 cm.) circular hole on the center-
line of one wall. As shown in Figure 2, the injection port was sup-
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plied with gas directly from the 0. 083-inch injector tube. This tube
was of stainless steel and, in turn, was supplied from the 1/4-inch
copper supply line. The plate itself again was of brass, while the
pressure tap tubes were stainless steel. Several typical static
pressure taps are shown, There were 65 static pressure taps ar-
ranged in various patterns on the plate in order to describe the
pressure field as completely as possible.
In the two-dimensional case, wall static pressures and pitot
total pressures were measured in the vertical centerline plane of the
test section. Several off- centerline wall static-pressure profiles
(9)were taken by Spaid , and it was verified that the flow was indeed
two dimensional away from the side-wall boundary layers.
For the three-dimensional jet, pressures were measured
both in this centerline plane and in planes off the centerline. This
was done by utilizing three -pronged rake probes with spacings of
1/8 inch and, for the shock shape determinations, 1/2 inch.
Test Section Conditions
The general characteristics and operating techniques of the
/o \
GALCIT supersonic wind tunnel are described in detail by Puckett .
With the nozzle blocks installed for this experiment and the two in-
jector plates used, Mach numbers of 2. 5 8 to 2. 61 were observed.
The variation was due to slight differences in the plates and re-
alignment incident to changing them. Figure 3 is a plot of normalized
test-section Mach numbers for the turbulent and laminar boundary
layers. It was found (Figure 4) that the boundary layer height along
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the test section length was constant at about 0. 5 cm for both turbulent
and laminar boundary layers. Within the main flow, the maximum
variation of Mach number was less than 3 per cent, and all such vari-
ations from the mean occurred quite gradually.
There were two very weak plane oblique shocks upstream of
the test section caused by the joints between the nozzle blocks and
the test section blocks. The variation of total head across them was
about 1-2 per cent and, as can be seen from ihe angles, they are
almost Mach waves. Thus, they were much weaker than the shocks
caused by injection, and introduced an insignificant error. They
can be seen in Figures 5, 6, and 7, and their position is also indi-
cated on the appropriate plots of three-dimensional data. During in-
jection, the strong bow shock almost completely overpowers this
weak wave.
The parameter h , which is used throughout to non-dimen-
sionalize distance, is a theoretical injectant penetration height. Its
derivation is predicated upon the following model of the flow. The
injectant is assumed to enter the flow as a sonic jet flowing normal
to the main stream. This jet is allowed to expand isentropically to
the main-stream static pressure within a two-dimensional or three-
dimensional space, as the case may be, from which free-stream air
is assumed to be excluded. In the two-dimensional case, the space
is bounded upstream by a quarter of a circular cylinder, the axis of
which lies along the injection slit, and downstream by a plane tangent
to the cylinder directly over the slit and parallel to the tunnel wall in
which the slit is located. The radius of the circular cylinder is h .

In the three-dimensional case, the space is bounded upstream by a
quarter sphere whose origin is at the injection port, and downstream
by a circular cylinder whose axis is along the centerline of the wall
in which is situated the injection orifice and which is tangent to the
quarter sphere over and cross-stream of the orifice. The radius of
the sphere and cylinder is h . In each case, momentum and force
balances are made in determining h . The details of derivation are
given by Spaid^ * . In the Schlieren pictures of the three-dimension-
al injection (Figures 6 and 7), the calculated penetration height of
about 0. 5 cm corresponds quite well with what appears to be the in-
jectant plume's height.
In the determination of the penetration height for the three-
dimensional case, a correction to the observed injectant pressure
ratio was required. The pressure drop between the injectant supply
line and the injection port due to fluid friction losses is the reason.
In this case, it amounted to a 3 per cent reduction in injection total
pressure below the supply line pressure.

in. TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Description of Flow Field
When the injectant is introduced into the main stream through
a slit in the wall which is perpendicular to the main stream, the over-
all effect is essentially two dimensional, since end effects are negli-
gible. The entire flow, including the boundary layer, is required to
go over the injectant surface where it issues from the slit. The pro-
trusion of this injectant surface into the main stream establishes an
adverse pressure gradient in the wall boundary layer which is felt
upstream since subsonic flow exists near the wall. This causes sep-
aration of the boundary layer forward of the slit. The distance up-
stream and the nature of the separated profile depend upon whether
the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent prior to separation. The
dependence of the flow field geometry on the state of the boundary
layer is illustrated in Figures 5, 8, and 9. Figure 5 is a Schlieren
photograph taken when the free-stream total pressure was one atmos-
phere and the boundary layer was turbulent; Figure 8 is a sketch of
the flow field. The laminar boundary layer separation, at one-half
atmosphere, was not readily observable on the Schlieren photographs;
Figure 9 is a sketch of the flow field.
The abrupt increase in boundary layer thickness at separation
looks like a ramp to. the remainder of the flow, and an oblique shock
results. This, as mentioned above, is observed for the separation of
the turbulent boundary layer, but not for the laminar; the angle
formed at laminar boundary-layer separation is so small (of the
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order of a degree or two) that the shock is too weak to be observed
readily. Whether laminar or turbulent separation occurs, the injec-
tant protrudes into the separated boundary layer and appears as a
blunt object to the main stream. Since the angle between the free
stream and the forward face of the injectant surface approaches 90 ,
a detached normal shock is formed in front of the injectant flow. The
injectant enters the flow normal to the main stream direction and im-
mediately starts expanding in the upstream and downstream directions.
It is bent downstream by the main flow and assumes the shape indi-
cated in Figures 8 and 9.
The main flow, in going through this shock system, is deflect-
ed upward, away from the slit. Because of the rounded top surface
of the injectant plume and the source itself, the area just behind the
bow shock behaves approximately as a conical flow regime. The
main flow which was initially bent upward and decelerated by the bow
shock is gradually turned downward and accelerated somewhat. When
the flow reaches the wall downstream of the slit, a second, or recom-
pression, shock results. This is caused by the flow's having been
deflected toward the wall in the conical flow area behind the bow
shock. Just downstream of this second shock, the boundary layer ap-
parently re-avtaches. As would be expected, the recompression
shock apparently is very diffuse in the region near the wall and does
not have a well-defined point of attachment on the wall.
A slip line is present in the turbulent boundary layer case
(Figure 8). This line originates at the intersection of the bow shock
and the separation shock, It is caused by the difference in total head
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between the two flow areas which proceed through the bow shock; the
flow above the intersection has full free- stream total head, whereas
the flow below the intersection has had its total head diminished in
passing through the separation shock. The slip line results where
the two flows of different velocity must meet.
Discussion of Re suits
During injection of gaseous argon (and, in one case, gaseous
helium) through the two-dimensional orifice, wall static pressures
and pitot total pressures at various axial and vertical (total pressure)
(9)
stations were recorded. Spaid v has made pressure measurements
on off-centerline planes and found that the pressure pattern is indeed
two-dimensional in nature.
A series of wall static pressures were obtained at each injec-
tion condition studied. All of the profiles were C;uite similar to that
shown in Figure 10, with the exception of the upstream portion of the
laminar boundary layer case. In the turbulent case illustrated, the
the rise in static pressure at x/h = - 10 is due to the separation of
the boundary layer and the resulting separation shock. The continued
increase in pressure is due to the interaction of the bow shock and
the boundary layer. The bottom of the bow shock intersects the
boundary layer at about x/h = - 3 . In the laminar case, the initial
increase in pressure occurs much farther upstream, about x/h =
- 30
,
and is considerably smaller in magnitude. There is a gentle
rise until the bow shock - boundary layer intersection is reached,
and then the characteristic large rise in pressure is seen. The
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downstream profiles with a turbulent or a laminar boundary layer are
almost identical.
The pressure behind the injector has a minimum value of
about 0. 5 p , and at x/h of about 3 starts to rise to the mainstreamA co
value, p . The recompression zone covers the region 3 - x/h - 7 .
This downstream region described here is quite similar to that found
downstream of a rearward facing step at Mach number 2. 6. That is,
the pressure minimum is between 1/4 and 1/3 of p and the recom-
pression zone geometry is similar.
The total pressure data were obtained throughout the flow field
downstream of the recompression zone. Since the flow is supersonic,
the pitot total pressures muct be corrected to take into account losses
which occur at the bow shock which exists in front of the probe inlet.
The Rayleigh formula (equation 6-3 of reference 10) was employed.
(9)Because concentration data had been obtained by Spaid , account
could be taken of the change in ratio of specific heats due to varying
concentrations of injectant„ It was assumed that the static pressure
was constant vertically up to the recompression shock (Figures 5, 8,
and 9), and equal to that measured along the wall (Figure 10) at the
appropriate position. As can be seen from Figure 10, the most for-
ward station at which this assumption could be made is about x/h = 6.
The stations investigated here correspond to those for which
(9)
concentration profiles were available from Spaid . For some of the
data (Figure 11), account was taken of the change of static pressure
across the recompression shock and, since conical flow seems to
exist between the shocks, a linear variation of static pressure be-
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tween them was assumed. The static pressure behind the bow shock
was found from known free- stream conditions and the measured
shock angle. The Mach number and flow direction were not known in
front of the recompression shock, but they were known behind it from
the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula solution and the wall boundary
condition. By an iterative process involving matching the recompres-
sion shock angle from the wall and Mach number just downstream of
the shock with possible Mach number and flow direction combinations
just upstream of the shock (figures 2-1 and 2-7 of reference 11), the
upstream Mach number was found. Thus, the static pressure jump
across the shock could be calculated giving the static pressure at the
bottom of the conical flow regime. The flow direction just before the
recompression shock was found to be 32 + ^ into the wall. This cor-
rection was not made in most of the data (Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15),
so the computed results above the indicated position of the recom-
pression shock could be in error by as much as 10 per cent. The in-
jectant concentration, however, is usually close to zero in this area,
so the error does not materially affect the results of this investiga-
tion.
With the static pressure thus determined in the area of inter-
est, the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula was applied graphically,
taking into account the injectant concentration. From the Mach num-
ber and the ratio of specific heats, the ratio of total to static temper-
ature was calculated. The total temperature was assumed to be
constant at room temperature, 530 R. The local speed of sound for
the appropriate injectant concentration was calculated and then the
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local velocity found. In addition, the ratio of total pressure to free-
stream total pressure was calculated. The specific formulae,
tables, and curves used are shown in Appendix A.
The data treated in this manner are presented in Figures 11
to 15 for a range of test conditions. Plots of total pressure, concen-
tration, and velocity are presented as a function of distance from the
wall for stations 6. 67, 14. 7, and 30. 8 h downstream of the injector.
For Figure 11, the flow field was measured in considerable
detail. This then gives a good basis from which to study the effects
of varying injection pressure ratio (Figures 1Z and 13), boundary lay-
er condition (Figure 14), and injectant molecular weight (Figure 15)
as well as the characteristics of the flow itself. From the data re-
lated to Figure 11, a mass continuity check on the argon at the three
stations was performed. The foremost and aftmost were within 1. 2
per cent, while the center station was 15. 1 per cent higher than their
mean. This is considered to be a good check of the calculations in
spite of the difference at the center station.
Mf.xing of the argon with the air is seen to occur smoothly and
fairly quickly. The velocity increases rapidly to mean free-stream
magnitude, and by the aftmost station the well-established boundary
layer profile is present. The boundary layer thickness here is the
same as die free stream value, about 0. 6 cm* The to;al pressure
suffers somewhat in passing through the bow shock and even more
through the recompression shock. It recovers to almost free stream
value at x/h = 30. 8; the deficit is that experienced in going through
both shocks in this case. The very low total pressure near the wall
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is due to a combination of being in the boundary layer and the larger
amounts of injectant present. Since the argon initially entered the
tunnel normal to the stream, it had no momentum axially, and any it
gained was due mainly to mjxing with the free stream. The over-
shoot of total pressure ratio at x/h = 6. 67 at the higher values of z/h
indicates that the assumption of conical flow between the bow and re-
compression shocks was not completely justified that close to the
slit. Further aft it appears satisfactory.
By comparing Figures 12 and 13 with Figure 11, the effects of
varying injection pressure ratio, and thus the penetration height, can
(9)be deduced. As was noted by Spaid , the relative effectiveness of
injection appears to decrease as the injectant penetration height ap-
proaches the boundary layer depth. That is, as h/6 increases (6
,
the boundary layer depth, being constant), the injectant concentration
penetrates to a decreasing z/h height. This can be seen by compar-
ing Figure 11 with Figure 12, where the penetration height, h , is
decreased, and with Figure 13, where it is increased. The z/h
height of, say, the 30 per cent concentration point steadily decreases
as h increases. It is to be noted, however, that the concentration
at the wall remains constant. This clearly indicates that h is not
the perfect scaling parameter for these purposes; rather, it should
increase a little less rapidly with injection pressure ratio. Veloci-
ties and total pressures follow the same general pattern as the con-
centration profiles with the exception that their values above the indi-
cated position of the recompression shock are not accurate. This is
so, since the jump in static pressure across the shock was not ac-
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counted for in computing the velocities and pressures in Figures 12,
13, 14, and 15.
The dependence of injection pattern on the ratio h/6 is
reasonable,, For h « 6 , the forces acting to turn the injectant flow
are generated by the impact of relatively low energy flow of boundary
layer gases. However, as h approaches 8 , the energy of the pri-
mary stream material turning the injectant increases rapidly, and it
is to be expected that h will then increase more slowly.
The effect of having a laminar boundary layer instead of a
turbulent one can be seen by a comparison of Figures 11 and 14.
There is very little difference between the respective profiles. The
velocities are almost exactly alike . The mixing, indicated by con-
centration and total pressure, appear to proceed more at higher lev-
els into the flow, but the differences are not large. The increase in
penetration of argon into the main stream is probably due to the
weakness of the shock off the boundary layer separation streamline.
This means that all the flow entering the bow shock is essentially at
free-stream total pressure, so that there is a uniform drop with no
slip line. The less energetic air, relative to that existing in the tur-
bulent case, close to 'the. wall alows the injectant to penetrate further
into the stream* In addition, the thickness of the separated laminar
boundary layer at the injection point is greater than that of the cor-
responding turbulent layer. This effect should also produce an in-
crease in the penetration height.
Comparison of Figures 12 and 15 illustrates the effect of dif-
ferent injectant molecular weights. Here, there is little or no effect
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upon the velocities or total pressures, but the concentration profiles
are markedly different. This is explained by noting that a consider-
ably lower mass flow of helium than argon was required to produce
similar physical effects at the same h . Note that the physical flow,
velocity, and total pressure, are nearly identical, as are the penetra-
tion heights, h . The calculation of h involves the reciprocal of
molecular weight, and this verifies the derivation in this respect.
Summary
The salient features of the effects of this two-dimensional case
can be summarized briefly as follows:
1. The entire flow upstream of the injector is required to go
over the injectant plume much as it would over a solid, thin, rectangu-
lar plate standing normal to the wall.
2. The wall static pressures produced are quite similar to
those produced by such an obstruction, especially downstream.
3. Mixing and diffusion of the injectant with the main stream
air proceed smoothly and fairly rapidly.
4. As the ratio of penetration height to boundary layer thick-
ness (h/6) increases, the relative effectiveness of injection in pro-
ducing useful pressure forces is reduced.
5. The bow shock shape is rather insensitive to the state of
the boundary layer upstream of the injection slit. The pressure pat-







Description of Flow Field
The three-dimensional injection effects were investigated es-
sentially for one injection ratio and one Mach number, Zukoski and
Spaid developed the scale parameter, or calculated penetration
height, h , which was described previously. They found that h is a
very good scaling parameter., For this reason, a complete definition
of the flow field in terms of normalized quantities and distances made
non-dimensional by h for a few test conditions should give a good
description of all similar flow fields. The conditions chosen for in-
tensive study here are M - 2. 61 and p /p = 7. 77 .
°j °co
To obtain the three-dimensional effects of injection, a point-
like source, in the form of a circular orifice, is used. Since there is
only a partial blockage of the main stream flow and boundary layer
here, the resulting flow field is able to develop in all directions above
the wall. The injectant, instead of blocking the boundary layer entire-
ly, passes through it and expands in a plume which remains primarily
off the wall and may- be above the boundary layer. The surface which
it forms in passing through the boundary layer is essentially an in-
verted fructrum of a cone, the small end resting on and coinciding
with the injection port.
The resulting plume is then bent back to a flow direction
parallel to the plate by the interaction with the main flow. C-eneral
pictures or sketches of the flow are shown in Figures 6, 7, 16, and 17.
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The most prominent features of the flow shown here are the
bow shock waves. Near the intersection of this shock and the wall is
the complex separation region*
Boundary Layer Separation
Since the injectant passes through, rather than blocks, the
boundary layer, the resulting adverse pressure gradient in the bound-
ary layer is a local phenomenon restricted to a region just upstream
of the injection port* Both turbulent and laminar boundary layer sep-
aration are observed. The separated regions can be seen quite easily
in Figures 6, 7, 16, and 17, where the difference between separation
of the turbulent and laminar boundary layers is also evident. The
greater upstream separation distance in the laminar case is the re-
sult of the laminar boundary layer's lower resistance to separation
when under the influence of an adverse pressure gradient. The great
difference in separation angles is also shown here; the laminar angle
is always less than 5 , whereas; in the turbulent case, the angle is as
large as 30 . In the turbulent boundary layer case, an oblique shock
is set up by the separation of the boundary layer; in the laminar case,
this oblique shock is present, but is too weak to be observed.
When the injectant plume reaches the main stream and ex-
pands, the detached bow shock is formed which becomes we alee r as
the distance from the injection port is increased.
Note again that the first two oblique shocks which look like




A three-dimensional picture of the shock shape was obtained
in the following manner. Ar three different injection pressure ratios,
and thus at three different values of h , the vertical and horizontal
positions of the shock were measured. This was done by noting the
dip in pitot total pressure as a pitot probe passed the shock and then
measuring the probe position from a photograph. These measure-
ments were compared with the shock shape determined from a Schlie-
ren photograph of the shock at the same axial (x) station and on the
same photograph. Comparison of these measurements indicated that
the shock surface is axisymmetric about a centerline which is one h
from the wall. Figures 18a and 18b illustrate this. In these figures,
(z - h) is the height of the shock, measured from the axis line which
s
°
is one h off the wall, as measured from the Schlieren of the shock
shape. R is the computed radial distance to the point at which the
pitot probes met the shock measured from the same axial line one h
off the wall. Both distances are normalized by h in these figures.
The correspondence is within
_+ 4 per cent except for two points,
which are apparently due to auxiliary cross -flows at that tunnel condi-
tion (laminar boundary layer) caused by boundary layer separation on
the tunnel. side wall.
Shock shapes as measured above are also compared with those
measured from the Schlieren photographs (indicated as reference) in
Figure 19. The coordinate x 1 is the axial distance from the front of
the bow shock instead of the distance from the injection orifice used
elsewhere in this report. The correspondence is seen to be excel-
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lent. The maximum deviations are due to the above mentioned flow
anomalies „
In these tests, the boundary layer is about 0„ 5 cm thick. It is
felt that the correlation of the data shown in Figures 18 and 19>with the
axis of symmetry located at h off the wall, indicates that h and not
the boundary layer thickness is the proper distance for the location of
the axis of symmetry. Use of 6 = 0. 5 cm instead of h as the offset
distance for the axis leads to systematic errors in the correlation of
shock coordinates for the two higher values of h .
Flow Patterns in Boundary Layer
Further indication of the flow pattern was obtained by exami-
nation of the secondary flow pattern in the boundary layer on the wall.
A mixture of instrument grease, cutting oil, and flake graphite was
spread on the injector plate, and injection pressure ratios of 7. 77 and
and 30. 2 were used to gain a physical picture of the flow patterns on
the plate. Figure 20 is a sketch of the flow pattern at p /p = 7. 77,
j oo
and Figure 21 is a photograph of the plate itself after the run was
made. In the sketch, Figure 20, typical streamlines are shown. The
first heavy line is the locus of points at which non-axial flow first oc-
curred; it is thought that this boundary represents the line along which
boundary layer separation starts. The second heavy line is the iocus
of points along which a second abrupt change in flow direction occurs.
It is judged to be the line at which the wall static pressure is a maxi-
mum and hence is the intersection of the bow shock with the separated
boundary layer. If the axisymmetric shock shape were drawn on this
sketch, it would fall about one boundary-layer depth outside this
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shock - boundary layer intersection curve. Thus, it falls in region 1.
It is felt that when the bow shock hits the top of the boundary layer, it
creates a lambda structure, as seen from the side, with one leg
bending toward the orifice and the other away.
After the secondary flow passes through the bow shock and is
turned, it exhibits a definite and strong flow toward the axis. Near
the orifice and behind it,there is a back flow which was visible during
the run by its effect upon the grease mixture. The grease could be
seen being swept forward and piled up in a small mound directly be-
hind the orifice at the vertex of the V-shaped region, region 3. This
mound of grease was blown downstream by the collapsing flow when
the tunnel was stopped, and hence does not appear in Figure 21.
After crossing the V-shaped curve, bounding region 3, the flow pro-
ceeds essentially axially. The angle formed at the vertex is about
15 . At the far aft end of the plate, the flow appears to be turned in-
to the centerline by about 7 . The most obvious interpretation of the
V-shaped boundary is that it is a wake shock caused by the impinge-
ment of the two flows which have gone around the sides of the plume.
However, near the body, or around x/h = 2 , the flow picture is con-
fused and the boundary may only be an indication of the recirculation
pattern.
This same technique was used at a pressure ratio of 30. 2 and
a laminar boundary layer. The same general pattern was seen except
that boundary layer separation took place at or upstream of the front
edge of the plate. Consequently, only one curve, the bow shock -
boundary layer interaction, was seen around the orifice. The same
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V-shaped region was present downstream, and the flow pattern, from
the lines in the grease, was qualitatively similar.
The flow pattern in region 2 suggests that two vortices are
shed from the obstacle formed by the injection process. Their pres-
ence is indicated here by the strong inflow suggested by the stream-
lines of secondary flow in this region. In addition to this data, ex-
amination of concentration data obtained by Zukoski and Spaid '
also indicate that vortices are attached to either side of the injectant
plume. They are apparently arranged in such a manner that air from
the free stream Is swept from outside the plume into and under it.
These induced flows meet on the centerline and produce an upward
motion there. As observed from upstream, the right vortex rotates
clockwise, and the left vortex counterclockwise. The effects of this
can be seen quite clearly in the concentration and total pressure pro-
files to be discussed later.
Static Pressures
Typical variation of static pressure with distance from the in-
jector is shown in Figure 22 Upstream of the injector, the wall
pressure rises rapidly due to separation and the bow shock; down-
stream, the pressure is very low and gradually rises to the free
stream value at about 4h . These data are for the centerline of the
flow; off the centerline, static pressures rise more slowly and do not
reach the free-stream value until about 8h .
The low-pressure region downstream of the injector is ap-
parently a region of flow separation, and the gradual rise in pressure
suggests that the flow becomes reattached to the wall in this region,
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that is, 2 ^ x/h £ 4 .
An attempt was made to find the re -attachment point of the
flow by a direct method. A pitot probe was advanced along the wall
while the measured pitot total pressure was compared with corre-
sponding wall static pressure from the static-pressure taps. When
the two were just equal, re-attachment would be indicated. This was
attempted at injection pressure ratios of 7. 77, about 10, and about
15. The results were not very precise, but it appeared that re-
attachment starts at about x/h = 2 . This corresponds fairly well
with conclusions drawn from wall static pressure plots ' . The off-
axis pressure data also suggest that the re -attachment region is con-
nected with the weak shock bounding region 3.
Comparison of the secondary flow patterns, Figure 20, and
static pressure measurements such as those shown in Figure 22 con-
firm the general features of the flow discussed in connection with
Figure 20„ This agreement is shown in more detail by the pressure
contour map of Figure 23. Here, the contours have been drawn
through all the static pressure data which were available along cuts
at y/h = 0, 1. 2, 2. 2, and at x/h = 1. 2 and 2. 3. Although consider-
able imagination was used in certain areas, the map is in good quali-
tative agreement with the observations. The map shows the pressure
rise along the boundary of region 3 and suggests again that downstream
of x/h = 2 this boundary is a shock wave which straightens out the
vortex-like flow which is converging on the centerline from either
side of the injector. In addition* the adverse pressure gradient in the
separated region, region 1, and the pressure peak along the boundary
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between regions 1 and 2 are clearly shown. The pressure peak at
3 - x/h - 4 is apparently due to the interaction of the weak recom-
pression shock, which bounds region 3, and the flow in the wake.
Thus, this region is similar to the neck and wake shock found in super-
sonic flow behind two-dimensional blunt bodies. held normal to the
flow.
Total Pressure and Velocity Profiles
In general, the same technique was used to obtain the total
pressure and velocity profiles as was used in the two-dimensional
case. Again, the wall static -pressure data were used to determine
the velocity.
It was found (Figure 23) that the static wall pressure ap-
proached the undisturbed flow value by x/h = 4 along the centerline
but not until x/h = 8 at off-axis stations since the outboard probe
was at y/h = 1. 22 .
Thus, the station x/h ~ 8 was the most forward one at which
the static pressure could be assumed constant vertically into the flow
at all positions off axis. This pressure was required in order to ap-
ply the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula. Pitot sta;ic pressures
were measured at various axial stations downstream of x/h = 8 and
vertically into the flow. A three-pronged rake probe was used so that
centerline and two off-axis pressure readings were taken at each
probe position. These pitot total pressures, the respective static
(9)pressures, and concentration profiles taken by Spaid v were applied
to a graphical solution of the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula. The
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same technique was used here as was used in the two-dimensional cal-
culations discussed earlier. Since concentration data were available
at slightly different axial positions from those used here (5. 77 and
11. 81), interpolated profiles were used. The results of these calcu-
lations are plotted in Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27, where the inter-
polated concentration profiles are also shown. The Mach numbers
are shown only in Figure 24, since they have the same relationship
to V/V in all cases. The undisturbed boundary-layer profile is
plotted in Figure 26 to illustrate the effects of injection. The indi-
cated shock positions are those of the shock from the crack between
the nozzle block and the injector block. They are not the bow shock;
in no case was it reached by the probe.
The concentration profiles (Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27), when
compared at centerline and off-centerline stations, illustrate the ef-
fect of the two vortices in lifting the plume in the center. This is il-
lustrated even more clearly in Figure 28, discussed below. It is
seen that as the plume proceeds downstream it remains within about
the same vertical boundary, diffusing upward only slightly. Its cross-
stream extent remains fairly constant. Near the centerline, the
vertical position of maximum concentration also increases somewhat,
while cross-stream, it decreases. This again indicates the vortex
motion. Consider Figure 24. At the centerline station, y/h = , the
total pressure, velocity, and Mach number near the wall have been
reduced considerably below free-stream conditions because of the
shock system and the obstruction of the injectant plume itself. The
peaks near the wall and at the outer edge of the boundary layer are
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due to the fresh, energetic air swept in by the vortex motion. Note
that the boundary layer height here is only about one-half of the un-
disturbed value.
Above the boundary layer, the total head decreases to a mini-
mum and then starts increasing toward near free-stream values., The
decrease and very low value of total head at the minimum are due to
several factors. First, if the free stream had suffered a simple
normal or near-normal shock, the total pressure would only have been
decreased to about one-half of its former value. With the injectant
entering at a total head ratio of about 8 , it would be expected that, if
anything, it would produce a slight increase upon the reduced (to about
one-half) total pressure profile, even with the right-angle turn the in-
jectant makes. Since the ratio of injectant mass flow to main stream
mass flow is of the order of several per cent, this increase, albeit a
localized effect, would not be extremely great, but it would at least be
an increase. However, the measurements show a decrease in this
same area. The other factor which must be considered here, and
which explains the drop in total head, is the aspiration effect of the in-
jectant jet upon the boundary layer. Just as an eductor, the jet car-
ries the adjacent boundary-layer air up with it. Since the boundary
layer is separated downstream, a considerable backflow up to and up
with the jet results. This flow was observed in the grease experi-
ment. This very low energy boundary-layer air mixes with and de-
grades the energy of the injectant. Instead of the simple, normal
shock system upstream, there is a rather complex shock structure
which tends to decrease the total head even more. The sum effect is
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the dip in total pressure which is observed. In addition, the back
flow due to the aspiration effect tends to feed and maintain the vor-
tices.
Note that the minimum points of total pressure, velocity, and
Mach number approximately coincide with the peak of the concentra-
tion profile. This correspondence is a result of the above described
mixing of the injectant jet and the separated boundary layer.
Beyond the area of maximum injectant concentration, the to-
tal head steadily increases toward the free-stream values. Above
the plume, the flow has passed through the upper part of the bow
shock. This upper part is seen to have a more acute angle than the
lower portion and is not so strong; hence, the total pressure ap-
proaches more closely the upstream value.
In the cross-stream direction, the effect of boundary layer
entrainment is seen to persist practically undiminished out to y/h =
0. 6 , but the boundary layer itself has not been affected nearly so
strongly by the jet. At y/h =1.2, the flow has not been seriously
affected by injection, and the extreme limit is probably about y/h =
1. 5 . The boundary layer at y/h =1.2 is close to the undisturbed
profile (Figure 26 emphasizes this); thus, it can be seen that the
plume itself possesses somewhat of the axisymmetric shape, one h
off the wall, which the bow shock was shown to have, with the excep-
tion of the dip to the plate near the centerline plane (much as a stand
or support).
As the flow proceeds downstream (Figures 25, 26, and 27),
the boundary layer is seen to redevelop until it reaches its former
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level of about 0. 5 cm near the x/h = 12 station. The effects of the
jet's mixing are seen to diminish as the flow progresses; however,
the containment of the injectant by the vortices along the centerline
plane appears to persist rather strongly. At best, it can be said that
there is a very complex flow field within and around the injectant
plums. The complex nature of the flow field apparently does not sim-
plify itself very rapidly; even at x/h = 12 or 15, it is far from uni-
form except above the plume.
Figure 28 is a comparison plot of argon concentration profiles
and total pressure-ratio profiles at x/h ^ 12. The concentration pro-
files are from reference 9. In this plot, the very direct relationship
between injectant concentration and total pressure within the plume is
seen. Note that the area of minimum total head corresponds almost
exactly with that of maximum argon concentration. Conversely, the
total head increases toward free-stream values outside the plume
when concentrations approach zero. The effect of the two vortices in
sweeping fresh, high total head air under and into the plume can be
observed above the boundary layer.
The boundary layer is seen to have recovered its former, un-
disturbed height of about one h ; at the upstream stations it was as
low as one-half h . The contour of total head in the boundary layer is
the normal one expected except on the centerline plane where the lift-
ing effects of the two impinging vortex flows is evident. The low total
head near z/h = 2 is a combination of the low-energy boundary-layer
air which is swept up and contained by the vortices and the injectant
itself, which lost a considerable amount of its energy in being turned
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so abruptly through a right angle. Note that the disturbed region is
roughly circular in cross section, with a center at about 1. 7 h and
a diameter of about 2. 6 h . At x/h of about 1. 6, concentration data
(Spaid } show that the diameter is about 2h and the center is about
h above the wall. Hence, it is evident that the spreading rate of the
disturbed region is very slow.
At this axial station (x/h ^ 12), the axisymmetric shock has a
radius of 7. 94 h with the origin at z/h = 1 from the wall. The areas
of significant injectant concentration and reduction of total pressure
are well within the shock envelope.
In addition to the measurements described above, pitot total
pressures were measured at three axial positions between the orifice
and the x/h = 8 station. Since, in this area, there are quite large
static-pressure gradients both in the axial and the cross-stream di-
rections, the assumption of constant static pressure vertically could
not be made. Nevertheless, these pitot total pressures follow the
same general pattern as those which were reduced. This can be seen
in Figure 29, where they are plotted along with the corresponding
pitot total pressures from station x/h = 8 , which is the most forward
station for which computations were made. Particularly at x/h = 2
,
there is some doubt that the complete pitot total pressure was indi-
cated, since it is known that the injectant issuing from the orifice
causes widely varying flow directions within the plume near its origin.
The fact that the pitot total pressures very close behind the in-
jection orifice (0. 9 cm) were of the same pattern as those discussed
above is interesting. It indicates that the general pattern of the flow
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field is established very quickly after the injectant enters the stream.
As pointed out previously,, this pattern persists beyond the limits of
measurement in these experiments, or x/h = 15 . The very low val-
ues of pitot total pressures near the wall close to the orifice indicate
the separated and reverse flow which was actually observed in the
grease film experiment described earlier.
The increase of pressure through the boundary layer and then
the dip close to the vortices is of the same pattern as further down-
stream. Particularly at x/h = 1.75, the rapid rise in total pressure
as the probe moved through the injectant jet (which at this point is
still quite energetic) is apparent.
Summary
The most important effects of three-dimensional injection as
investigated herein can be summarized as follows.
1. The injectant plume penetrates through the boundary layer
and into the main stream., essentially allowing the boundary layer to
flow under and around it.
2. The bow shock standing upstream of and above the plume
is axisymmetric in shape. Its axis is a straight line lying in the
centerline plane and parallel to the tunnel wall at a height of one h .
3. Two vortices are shed from the top front area of the plume.
These vortices are associated with considerable back flow along the
wall behind the injection port.
4. The above-mentioned vortices and back flow aid in mixing
of the injectant at the boundaries of the plume, but somewhat contain
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it also. Mixing progresses less rapidly than in the two-dimensional
case.
5, The parameter h appears to be a good scaling parameter
for shock shapes as well as for wall pressure profiles. This is in
spite of the complex nature of the shock systems and flow field.
6. The shock shapes and downstream pressure patterns, in-
deed the total pressure patterns, are quite insensitive to the state of




The flow field which is produced by secondary injection ha- the
following general features. When the secondary flow is introduced,
it appears to the main stream of gas as a blunt object. A shock wave
is produced with the forward portion being a normal or near-normal
detached shock and the upper portion an oblique shock of gradually
decreasing strength. The main flow which passes through the upper
part of the oblique shock is little affected by it; however, that part
traversing the lower part is greatly decelerated and deflected. This
decelerated flow is then required to make its way through and around
the injectant plume; this results in rather rapid mixing and diffusion
of the injectant gas into the main gas flow.
The presence of the injectant jet and the interaction of the bow
shock with the boundary layer cause an adverse pressure gradient in
the boundary layer, which, in turn, cause separation. In both types
of boundary layers (turbulent or laminar), the separation forms an ef-
fective ramp, and a shock results forward of the bow shock at the
point of separation. Since the turbulent separation occurs later and
forms a larger effective ramp angle, the separation shock in this
case is considerably stronger and more readily observable than in the
laminar case. The separated boundary layer re-attaches within a
moderate distance downstream of the injection orifice, and it quickly
re-establishes its former depth and profile. The stats of the boundary
layer upstream of injection has little effect upon the flow field down-
stream except in the severity of oblique separation shock which the
main flow traverses prior to meeting the bow shock.
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In the case of an injectant line source across the direction of
main flow, the flow field is essentially two-dimensional in nature.
The entire flow, after passing through the bow shock, is required to
go over the injectant plume in one direction (the vertical) as well as
partially through it. This ensures rather rapid mixing of the two
streams, especially at the top of the plume. The flow, in being lifted
over the plume, is accelerated and deflected back toward the injector
plate, tending to hold the plume close to it. An oblique recompres-
sion shock results in turning the flow parallel with the plate once
more.
The separated boundary layer, which must also go over the
plume, becomes mixed with the main flow and injectant. There is a
small region of back flow just downstream of the injection orifice fol-
lowed by re-attachment and growth of the boundary layer. As can be
expected, the separated flow consists largely of injectant gas.
Mixing near the plate, in and near the boundary layer, is much
slower than at the top of the plume.
At lower injection pressures, the injectant plume is entirely
within the boundary layer and looks somewhat like an aggravated sur-
face roughness. As the pressure is increased and the plume height,
or penetration height, approaches the boundary layer depth, the rela-
tive effectiveness of injection in producing disturbances in the main
flow per amount of injectant employed decreases. In the limit of very
large pressure, the injectant acts merely as the exhaust of a converg-




When the injectant enters the main stream through a point-like
orifice, the resulting flow field is three-dimensional in character.
The jet forces its way through the boundary layer and almost entirely
remains above it. It expands into a plume which is semi-axisymmet-
ric with the horizontal plane of symmetry, above which the plume re-
mains, being above the boundary layer. Since, in this case, the
plume has finite dimensions in all directions, the flow can go around
it as well as over and through. As a result, the mixing of the injec-
tant gas with the main stream gas is not quite so rapid as previously.
As the injectant goes through the boundary layer, it drags much of the
low- energy air with it, particularly from the area behind the jet.
This aspiration effect, along with the result of the flow's going around
the plume on each side and the top, creates a pair of vortices much
like wing-tip vortices in reverse. These vortices tend to contain the
plume on top, but help to mix main stream gas into it from the sides
and bottomc The effect is a somewhat mushroom- shaped cross sec-
tion.
Because the boundary layer is able to go around and under the
jet plume in this case, the separated flow behind the jet is largely
main flow gas. Re -attachment of the boundary layer occurs fairly
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Fig. 3. Undisturbed Flow Mach~Number Profiles for Turbulent
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Fig. 4. Undisturbed Flow Mach-Number Profiles for Stations
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mco= 2.610 P 0c0= 73.69 cmHg.
Poj/Poco =7 -77 h= 0.520 cm
Pco= 3.63 cm Hg
Fig. 22. Typical Wall Static Pressure During Three -Dimensional
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Fig. 28. Comparison of Total Pressure Ratio and Concentration
Contours at x/h M 12, M « 2. 6, p Q « 74 cm Hg,





































































2„ Rayleigh Supersonic Pitot Formula
[r+i II rzj)
3. iZj,* KA (3?.?*) V- ( I - KA )(Z8.97)
^ -- KvJ^-oo) + ( 1 - KHe IZ8.97)
5. -r
~ _ /77X7 - /s/jo-^7 /37 T. = 5"J0°/?.
6. a = a c t/ ^r




10. For continuity of argon check in two-dimensional case:
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Specific Heats and Ratio of Specific Heats as a
Function of Injectant Concentration
K(%) £•»& £"A- T K(%) tr^e. i»£<
7. 00 5.00 1.400 27 6. 46 4. 46 1. 448
1 6.98 4.98 1. 402 28 6.44 4. 44 1. 450
2 6.96 4.96 1.403 29 6.42 4. 42 1. 452
3 6. 94 4.94 1.405 30 6. 40 4. 40 1. 455
4 6. 92 4. 92 1.406 31 6.38 4. 38 1. 457
5 6. 90 4.90 1. 408 32 6.36 4. 36 1. 459
6 6.88 4. 88 1.410 33 6.34 4. 34 1. 461
7 6.86 4.86 1. 412 34 6. 32 4. 32 1. 463
8 6.84 4.84 1.413 35 6.30 4. 30 1. 465
9 6. 82 4.82 1. 415 36 6. 28 4.28 1. 467
10 6.80 4.80 1.417 37 6.26 4. 26 1. 469
11 6.78 4.78 1.418 38 6. 24 4. 24 1. 472
12 6.76 4.76 1. 420 39 6. 22 4. 22 1. 474
13 6. 74 4.74 1.422 40 6. 20 4. 20 1.476
14 6.72 4.72 1.424 41 6. 18 4. 18 1. 478
15 6.70 4.70 1.426 42 6. 16 4. 16 1. 481
16 6.68 4.68 1.427 43 6. 14 4. 14 1. 483
17 6.66 4.66 1.429 44 6. 12 4. 12 1. 485
18 6.64 4.64 1.431 45 6. 10 4. 10 1. 488
19 6.62 4.62 1.433 46 6. 08 4. 08 1. 490
20 6.60 4. 60 1. 435 47 6.06 4. 06 1.493
21 6. 58 4. 58 1. 437 48 6. 04 4. 04 1. 495
22 6.56 4. 56 1.439 49 6.02 4. 02 1. 498
23 6. 54 4.54 1.441 50 6.00 4. 00 1. 500
24 6.52 4.52 1.442 51 5.98 3. 98 1. 503
25 6. 50 4.50 1. 444 52 5. 96 3. 96 1. 505
26 6.48 4. 48 1. 446 53 5.94 3. 94 1. 508
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K(%) trc^ ^-c* r Kf/») %r^K hZi^
54 5.92 3.92 1. 510 85 5.30 3. 30 1. 606
55 5. 90 3.90 1. 513 86 5. 28 3. 28 1. 610
56 5. 88 3.88 1. 575 87 5. 26 3. 26 1. 613
57 5.86 3.86 1. 518 88 5. 24 3. 24 1. 617
58 5.84 3.84 1. 521 89 5. 22 3. 22 1.621
59 5. 82 3.82 1. 524 90 5. 20 3. 20 1.625
60 5. 80 3.80 1. 526 91 5. 18 3. 18 1.629
61 5.78 3.78 1. 529 92 5. 16 3. 16 1. 633
62 5,76 3.76 1. 532 93 5. 14 3. 14 1.637
63 5.74 3. 74 1. 535 94 5. 12 3. 12 1.641
64 5.72 3.72 1. 538 95 5. 10 3. 10 1. 645
65 5.70 3.70 1. 541 96 5. 08 3. 08 1. 649
66 5. 68 3.68 1. 543 97 5.06 3. 06 1. 654
67 5.66 3.66 1. 546 98 5. 04 3. 04 1. 658
68 5. 64 3.64 1. 549 99 5.02 3. 02 1.662
69 5.62 3.62 1. 552 100 5.00 3. 00 1.667
70 5.60 3. 60 1. 556
71 5.58 3. 58 1. 559
72 5. 56 3.56 1. 562
73 5. 54 3. 54 1. 565
74 5. 52 3.52 1. 568
75 5. 50 3.50 1. 571
76 5.48 3.48 1. 575
77 5.46 3.46 1. 578
78 5.44 3.44 1. 581
79 5.42 3.42 1. 585
80 5.40 3.40 1. 588
81 5.38 3.38 1.592
82 5.36 3.36 1.595
83 5.34 3.34 1.599




Mean Molecular Weights of Argon and Air and
Helium and Air Mixtures as Functions of Concentrations
28.97 28. 97
5 29. 52 27. 72
10 30. 07 26.47
15 30. 62 25.22
20 31. 16 23. 98
25 31.71 22. 73
30 32. 26 21.48
35 32.81 20. 23
40 33.36 18. 98
45 33. 91 17.73
50 34.46 16. 48
55 35.00 15. 24
60 35. 52 13.99
65 36. 10 12.74
70 36.65 11.49
75 37. 20 10. 24
80 37.75 8.99
85 38.29 7. 75
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